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see ‘Other names’, was indeed intended to be Pink-eared), but a record of a donation to the Australian 
Museum in 1855 does so. In 1898 Morris used it as first-choice name in his Dictionary of Austral English.

Other names: New Holland Duck (Latham 1823); Membranaceous Duck (it’s true!) used by Gould 
(1848), from the species name; Zebra Duck or Teal, in reference to the stripes, which are one of its most 
conspicuous field characters; Pink-ear; Pink-eyed Duck, for no obvious reason (except that the pink 
patch could be mistaken for an eye from a distance, if the light was good enough to see it!) – however, 
Gould records this as the name used by the ‘Colonists of Swan River’, and perhaps this was a mistran-
scription, though if so it was repeated at times in the names of some 19th century paintings and photos; 
Whistler or Whistling Teal, for the distinctive musical twittering of the flocks; Widgeon, the old spelling 
of the Northern Hemisphere Wigeon, Mareca penelope, with which there is no obvious resemblance 
except for the whistling call – nonetheless, it was obviously widespread in the 19th century, because 
Morris (1898) cites it as the only alternative name.

Malacorhynchus membranaceus (Latham, 1801) [ma-la-ko-RIN-cʊs mem-bra-NAY-see-ʊs]: ‘mem-
brane-y soft-bill’, from Latin membrana, a thin skin, for the strange flaps on the outer corners of the 
bird’s bill, see also genus name.

Maned Duck (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The name (with Maned Goose) was widely used as first choice from at least the 
time of Gould (who used Maned Goose) until recently (e.g. Maned Duck in HANZAB 1990–2006, vol. 
1b). It was taken from the species name but, while a somewhat aberrant duck due to its grazing habits, it 
is certainly not a goose.

Maned Duck Chenonetta jubata
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Other names: Australian Wood Duck (usually the first-choice name in Australia today) or just Wood 
Duck; although this species is often placed in the same subtribe as the American Wood Duck (genus 
Aix), the relationship is not particularly close and the physical resemblance only passing. It seems more 
likely that the Australian bird was named independently for its habit of nesting and perching loudly 
and conspicuously in trees away from water. Certainly Gould (1848) reported that Wood Duck was 
already used by ‘the Colonists of New South Wales and Swan River’, most of whom would have been 
unaware of the American bird. Blue Duck, cited by HANZAB (1990–2006, vol. 1b) but not evident 
elsewhere.

Chenonetta jubata (Latham, 1802) [ke-no-NET-tuh yoo-BAH-tuh]: ‘crested or maned goose-duck’, 
see genus name, and Latin iubatus, crested or maned for the little crest on the male’s nape.

Cotton Pygmy Goose (breeding resident)
See family introduction. This name has been widely used for this species in eastern and southern Asia 
(presumably for the snowy white face and throat) and has only recently become the first-choice name in 
Australia, following the recommendations of RAOU (1978).

Other names: Cotton Pygmy-goose, the usual name in Australia; Pygmy Goose, used by Gould (1848); 
Cotton Teal (teal is a term more properly applied to small members of the genus Anas – Goose-teal has 
also been widely used in apparent acknowledgment of this); White Pygmy-goose; White-quilled Pygmy-
goose or Dwarf-goose, for the broad black-tipped white band across the tips of the primaries, visible in 
flight; Australian Pygmy Goose, which is not helpful given its wide range through Asia and the presence 
of another Australian species. The form Pigmy, known from at least the 14th century, has also been 
widely used, including as late as RAOU (1926).

Nettapus coromandelianus (Gmelin JF, 1789) [NET-ta-pʊs co-ro-man-de-lee-AH-nʊs]: ‘Coromandel 
duck-foot’. The Coromandel Coast referred to is in south-eastern India (not the region in New Zealand) 
and is named after the ancient kingdom of Cholamandalam.

Green Pygmy Goose (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The green is in obvious contradistinction to the white neck of the Cotton 
Pygmy-goose – a distinctive feature on the water– though both have a green back.

Other names: Green Pygmy-goose, the usual name in Australia; Beautiful Pygmy Goose, by Gould 
(1848) from his species name – he was quite smitten by it, using both ‘beauty’ and ‘beautiful’ in his para-
graph describing it; Little Goose, reported by Gould to be used by ‘residents at Port Essington’ (north of 
Darwin); Green Goose or Teal; Goose-teal (or Green Goose-teal); Green Dwarf-goose.

Nettapus pulchellus Gould, 1842 [NET-ta-pʊs pʊl-KEL-lʊs]: ‘beautiful little duck-foot’, see genus 
name, with Latin pulchellus, a diminutive of beautiful, usually translated as ‘pretty’ or ‘very pretty’, 
which the bird, with its iridescent green back and delicately marked flanks, certainly is.

Garganey (vagrant or rare migrant)
From an Italian diminutive of the name used locally for the bird around Bellinzona, Switzerland. It 
began to replace older English names during the 17th century.

Spatula querquedula Linnaeus, 1758 [SPA-tʊ-luh kwehr-KWEH-dʊ-luh]: ‘spoon duck’, see genus 
name, and from Latin querquedula (some kind of duck) and the old genus name for ducks including the 
Garganey and the Eurasian Teal. The Greek words kerkēdēs or kerkēris indicated waterbirds, probably 
teal, and the word querquedula may well come from this. Both versions may simply have been onomato-
poeic (as in ‘quack, quack’).

Australasian Shoveler (breeding resident)
The Australian and New Zealand analogue of the pan-Northern Hemisphere Northern Shoveler (there 
are also southern African and South American species). The name refers to the unusually large bill, 
though the shovelers are filter feeders, like other Anas.

Other names: New Holland Shoveller (Latham 1801); Australian Shoveller, used by Gould (1848) – the 
oddly inexplicable dropping of an ‘l’ to make ‘shoveler’ didn’t take place until the 20th century (RAOU 
1926); Shovel-nosed Duck, reported by Gould (1848) to be a name ‘of the Colonists’; Shovelbill; Blue-
wing, Blue-winged Shoveler; Spoonbill Duck, a curious coincidence given that the name shoveller (or 
shoveler) in England was applied to the Spoonbill until at least the 16th century; Stinker – as Frith (1967) 
commented politely, it is ‘not considered a good table bird’.
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Spatula rhynchotis Latham, 1802 [SPA-tʊ-luh rin-KOH-tis]: ‘beaked spoon’, see genus name, and 
from Greek rhunkhos, bill.

Northern Shoveler (vagrant)
Found across the Northern Hemisphere (and migrating south, including into South-East Asia).

Spatula clypeata Linnaeus, 1758 [SPA-tʊ-luh kli-pe-AH-tuh]: ‘spoon with a shield’, see genus name, 
and from Latin clipeatus, armed with a shield (clipius or clupius, a round shield), the huge bill, which 
Linnaeus (1758) described as having a dilated round end.

Eurasian Wigeon (vagrant)
See family introduction. This species occurs right across northern Eurasia, and there are other wigeons 
in North and South America.

Mareca penelope Linnaeus, 1758 [MAR-eh-kuh pe-NE-lo-pe]: ‘Penelope duck’, see genus name, and 
from Penelope, wife of Ulysses, who is said to have been thrown into the sea by her parents Icarius and 
Periboea, rescued by these ducks and then named for them. The use of the name for ducks/wigeons dates 
back to antiquity. Linnaeus himself cited Gesner, Aldrovandus, Ray and Willughby as using the name.

Pacific Black Duck (breeding resident)
See family introduction. A source of some confusion, since it is not very black at all (unlike for instance 
the closely related African Black Duck), nor is it particularly similar to the American Black Duck. 
Perhaps the comparison was with the other very common Australian duck, the much paler Grey Teal. It 
arose spontaneously – Gould (1848) reported that Black Duck was used by ‘Colonists of New South 
Wales and Van Diemen’s Land’. ‘Pacific’ is in reference to its presence in New Zealand and some quite 
remote offshore islands (as well as New Guinea).

Other names: Supercilious Duck, by Latham 1801; Australian Wild Duck, used by Gould (1848), an 
acknowledgment of its ubiquity; Brown or Grey Duck, equally valid and equally unhelpful – Gould 
reported that Grey Duck was a product of the creativity of the ‘Colonists of Swan River’; Blackie.

Anas superciliosa Gmelin JF, 1789 [AN-as soo-pehr-si-li-OH-suh]: ‘eyebrowed duck’ rather than 
‘supercilious duck’, though of course the word supercilious indeed involves what you do with your 
eyebrows when you’re feeling it. The word describes the very strong and unmistakable facial markings of 
this duck. See genus name, and from Latin supercilium, above the eyelid (i.e. eyebrow).

Mallard (introduced breeding resident)
It was not until the 20th century that this name came into general use for the species. Although the word 
had been in the language since the 14th century, from Old French malard, it was used as the French had 
done, to designate the drake. The species as a whole was simply referred to in England as Wild Duck.

Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus, 1758 [AN-as pla-ti-RIN-kos]: ‘broad-billed duck’, see genus name, and 
from Greek platus, broad and rhunkhos, bill, so-called because the bill is uniformly broad, with no 
tapering towards the end.

Eaton’s Pintail (vagrant to the Australian Antarctic Territory)
The male in breeding plumage has long thin tail feathers, and for the Rev. Alfred Edmond Eaton (1845–
1929), English clergyman and entomologist, who sailed as naturalist on one of the two British Transit of 
Venus expeditions to the Kerguelen Islands in 1874. While there, he collected the specimen which 
Bowdler Sharpe described the following year.

Other names: Kerguelen Pintail, as it is endemic to the southern Indian Ocean Islands of Kerguelen 
and Crozet.

Anas eatoni (Sharpe, 1875) [AN-as EE-ton-ee]: ‘Eaton’s duck’, see genus name and common name.

Northern Pintail (vagrant)
See previous species for pintail; found across the Northern Hemisphere (and migrating into southern Asia).

Anas acuta Linnaeus, 1758 [AN-as a-KOO-tuh]: ‘pointy duck’, see genus name, and from Latin 
acutus, sharp or pointed, an apt description of the look of the tail.

Eurasian Teal (vagrant to Cocos (Keeling) Islands)
See family introduction. Found throughout most of Europe and Asia.
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Other names: Common Teal, from when North American Green-winged Teal A. carolinensis was 
included in the species.

Anas crecca Linnaeus, 1758 [AN-as KREK-kuh]: ‘quacking duck’, from a Swedish dialect word kricka, 
or kräcka, presumably onomatopoeic. The word enters standard Swedish c. 1806 as kricka, the current 
word for teal (Svenska Akademiens ordbok). Linnaeus (1746), in his Fauna svecica, puts the Swedish as 
Årta; but in 1758 he used crecca as his species name.

Grey Teal (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The bird is no more grey than it is brown, though doubtless its general lack of 
obvious physical characteristics challenged early labellers; perhaps more relevantly it was used as a 
contrast to Chestnut Teal, widely known as just Teal in the 19th century (e.g. Morris 1898).

Other names: Slender Teal, perhaps a name applied by settlers eating the bird (while the difference is 
not obvious in the field, Grey Teal is around 25% lighter than Chestnut Teal) but probably just from the 
species name; Wood Teal, perhaps reflecting the fact that it nests in tree hollows much more regularly 
than the often ground-nesting Chestnut Teal; Oceanic Teal – while it does use sheltered bays, it does so 
less than the next species; Mountain Teal, though also applied to the next species.

Oddly, Gould seems to have overlooked this most abundant of ducks – the clue to the mystery lies in 
his comment relating to Chestnut Teal that ‘It is very rare that the male is killed in nuptial dress’; he was 
assuming that Grey Teal were female or non-breeding male Chestnuts. As a result it was named surpris-
ingly late.

Anas gracilis Buller, 1869 [AN-as GRA-si-lis]: ‘slender duck’, see genus name, and from Latin gracilis, 
slender.

Chestnut Teal (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The ‘Chestnut’ makes this bird one of those named only for the male, because 
only he has the rich chestnut body.

Other names: Chestnut-breasted Duck, used by Gould (1848); Teal, reported by Gould to be used by 
the ‘Colonists of Swan River’; Brown (oh dear!), Black or Red Teal; Mountain Teal; Green-headed Teal.

Anas castanea (Eyton, 1838) [AN-as kas-TA-ne-uh]: ‘chestnut duck’, see genus name, and from Latin 
castanea, the chestnut or chestnut-tree, hence chestnut-coloured.

Hardhead (breeding resident)
A shooters’ name. Although there is no evidence that its skull is particularly solid, Frith (1967) com-
mented that ‘owing to a very dense plumage and apparently great stamina, [it] is hard to kill’. It presum-
ably arose spontaneously – by 1898 Morris was using Hard-head as an alternative to White-eyed Duck.

Other names: White-eyed Duck (or White-eye), the name used by Gould (1848) and the one by which 
it was long known, which may well be thought a more useful one because the white eyes are very con-
spicuous in the field, though this applies only to the male; Brownhead, Copperhead or Coppertop are all 
self-evident; Bar-wing, White-wing or White-winged Duck (the name ‘of the Colonists’ according to 
Gould) for the considerable amount of wing white shown in flight, emphasised against the dark plumage.

Aythya australis (Eyton, 1838) [AY-thee-a ost-RAH-lis]: ‘southern seabird’, see genus name, and Latin 
australis, southern.

Blue-billed Duck (breeding resident)
See family introduction. An inevitable and most appropriate name. Gould (1848) used it himself and 
reported that the colonists were already doing so.

Other names: Blue-bill; Spinetail or Stifftail, Spiny-tailed Duck or Stiff-tailed Duck, descriptive, but 
Stifftail is also used as the group name of the eight mostly Gondwanan (particularly South American) 
species to which this species belongs (traditionally the Musk Duck was also considered to belong, but no 
longer); Diver or Diving Duck are also descriptive, but not unique; Little Musk Duck, particularly in 
reference to the female.

Oxyura australis Gould, 1837 [ok-see-OO-ruh ost-RAH-lis]: ‘southern sharp-tail’, see genus name 
plus Latin australis, southern.

Musk Duck (breeding resident)
See family introduction. In 1791 Archibald Menzies, with Captain George Vancouver in HMS Discovery, 
first collected this species at the site of the modern Albany; he found the name compelling when the 
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Musk Duck Biziura lobata 
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bird’s musky aroma proceeded to dominate the ship! Only the male smells thus, apparently exuding the 
chemical with the preening oil from his uropygial gland; it is particularly intense during courtship. 
Gould (1848) adopted the name in the form Musk-Duck.

Other names: Diver or Diving Duck; Steamer, for splashing courtship display (for the same reason the 
South American steamer ducks were named); Mould Goose, perhaps also due to the scent; Lobed Duck, 
from the species name, but very rarely used.

Biziura lobata (Shaw, 1796) [bi-zi-OO-ruh lo-BAH-tuh]: ‘lobed straw-tail’, see genus name plus Latin 
lobatus, lobed. This refers to the large expandable flap under the bill; both this and the stiff tail are 
involved in the dramatic display of the courting male.

poDarGiDae (CapriMULGiForMes): frogmouths
Podargidae Bonaparte, 1838 [po-DAR-gi-dee]: the Gouty family, see genus name Podargus. ‘Frogmouth’ 
refers to the broad flattened bill, in combination with a huge gape, which are adaptations to taking prey 
from the ground. The name can be traced back to Gould’s genus Batrachostomus, a South and East Asian 
genus of frogmouths; Thomas Jerdon anglicised it in his 1863 Birds of India as Frog-mouth. It was 
probably restricted to Anglo-Indian birders for a while after that, because the Oxford Dictionary’s first 
citation is from 1888. By 1899 Hall was using frogmouth in Australia, but we can find no usage down 
under before that.

The genus
Podargus Vieillot, 1818 [po-DAR-gʊs]: ‘gouty’, from Greek podagra, gout, itself derived from agra, a trap 
in which a pous/podos (foot) might be caught – an apt use of words to anyone familiar with the exquisite 
pain of gout. The feet of the frogmouths are rather weak, hence their use of the bill for catching prey. Not 
to be confused (even though the word looks a more likely source) with Greek podargus, swift-footed – 
not in any case a description we immediately associate with the frogmouth.

The species

Marbled Frogmouth (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The pale marbled effect of the wing and underside feathers is indeed notable 
and beautiful, but not obviously more so than in the other species; based on Gould’s name P. marmora-
tus for his Cape York ‘species’, now a race.

Other names: Plumed Frogmouth, especially applied to the southern race plumiferus (which has 
sometimes been treated as a separate species), for the striking feathery plumes above the bill; Plumed 
Podargus, used by Gould (1848); Marbled Podargus, Gould (1869); Little Papuan Frogmouth, in contra-
distinction to the Great Papuan Frogmouth, as both are found throughout New Guinea.

Podargus ocellatus Quoy & Gaimard, 1830 [po-DAR-gʊs o-sel-LAH-tʊs]: ‘gouty eyelet bird’, see 
genus name, and from Latin ocellus, small eye or eyelet, referring to the bird’s markings.

Papuan Frogmouth (breeding resident)
See family introduction. Essentially a New Guinea species, which spills into far north Queensland; 
named from the species name.

Other names: Papuan Podargus, used by Gould (1869); Large or Great Papuan Frogmouth, because it 
is the largest of its genus; Plumed Frogmouth, obscure, because its small above-bill plumes are no more 
conspicuous than those of the Tawny Frogmouth, but it could be from confusion with the Marbled (also 
known as Plumed) Frogmouth where they overlap at the top of Cape York Peninsula.

Podargus papuensis Quoy & Gaimard, 1830 [po-DAR-gʊs pah-PWEN-sis]: ‘gouty Papuan bird’, 
see genus name, and from Papua plus the suffix -ensis, indicating the place of origin of the type 
specimen.

Tawny Frogmouth (breeding resident)
See family introduction. Most frogmouth species (and all three Australian ones) are very variable in 
colour; although most Tawny Frogmouths are mottled tawny-grey, there is a rufous morph (females of 
the widespread race phalaenoides), and darker birds of the other two species, especially males, are similar 
in colour to most Tawnies. The name probably arose from Gould’s Tawny-shouldered, see ‘Other names’.
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Tawny Frogmouth Podargus strigoides
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Other names: Cold River Goatsucker, enigmatically used by Latham; see Caprimulgus in the next 
family for goatsucker, but Cold River? – even the estimable Australian Gazetteer is unable to assist. Frog-
mouth Owl, in the good Australian tradition of ‘five bob each way’; Podargus, an old name, for the 
genus; Tawny-shouldered Frogmouth or Podargus, the latter was the name Gould (1848) used, not very 
obvious, but Gould was using small samples; Short-winged Podargus, not useful, but taken from an old 
species name of Gould’s for Western Australia birds, brachypterus – still recognised by RAOU (1913); 
Mopoke or Morepork, for the call (reported by Gould to be used by ‘the Colonists’) but not descriptive of 
it (it is a monotonously thrumming oo-oo-oo-oo) and probably due to confusion with Southern Boobook 
calls – the names are applied to it too; Mope-hawk, Moreport, Mawpork, much less commonly encoun-
tered variants of the previous; Night Hawk (see White-throated Nightjar); Cuvier’s Podargus, for the no 
longer recognised Tasmanian species P. cuvieri; Tasmanian Frogmouth for the same former species, still 
used by RAOU (1913); Moth-plumaged Podargus, for Gould’s species P. phalaenoides from Port Essing-
ton –no longer recognised as a species, but race phalaenoides is found right across Australia except for 
the east and south-east coast; also Freckled Frogmouth, for the same former species.

Podargus strigoides (Latham, 1801) [po-DAR-gʊs stri-GOY-dehz]: ‘gouty bird like an owl’, see genus 
name, and from Latin strix/strigis, an owl, and -oides, resembling.

CapriMULGiDae (CapriMULGiForMes): nightjars
Caprimulgidae Vigors, 1825 [kap-ri-MUL-gi-dee]: the Goat-sucker family (Mark 1 – Latin; see 
Aegothelidae for Mark 2 – Greek). See genus name Caprimulgus.

Although not immediately obvious, ‘nightjar’ is (at least in part) another onomatopoeic name, from 
the distinctive extended nocturnal churring courtship call of the male European Nightjar Caprimulgus 
europaeus – in fact an old alternative name is nightchurr.

The genera
Eurostopodus Gould, 1838 [yoo-ro-STO-po-dʊs]: ‘strong-foot’, from Greek eurōstos, strong, and pous/
podos, foot. Gould (1838b) described the legs as ‘stout’ and the toes as ‘short, thick and fleshy’.

Caprimulgus Linnaeus, 1758 [kap-ri-MʊL-gʊs]: ‘goat-sucker’ from Latin capra, a female goat, and 
mulgere, to milk. This comes from an ancient European folk belief, reported by classical naturalists (e.g. 
Pliny 77–79 AD), that the bird sucks the milk from goats at night, somehow blinding them in the process.

The species
Spotted Nightjar (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The big white wing spots are very evident when the bird is flushed; based on the 
species name, and used by Gould, see ‘Other names’.

Other names: Goatsucker, the name ‘of the Colonists’, reported by Gould (1848) – see also under Caprim-
ulgus; Spotted Goatsucker, used by Gould, from the then name guttatus; Laughing Owl, Night Hawk.

Eurostopodus argus (Hartert, 1892) [yoo-ro-STO-po-dʊs AR-gʊs]: ‘spotted strong-foot’, see genus 
name, and from Argos, the hundred-eyed giant described under Indian peafowl. The name was first 
used by Rosenberg in 1867, unfortunately with no description of the species, and was taken up by Hartert 
(1892). Hartert’s only mention of spots involved the large white ones on the wings, but it seems to us that 
the bird is covered in other spots, at least the hundred that would justify the choice of name. Is it possible 
that Hartert did not understand Rosenberg’s classical reference? Could he not count? (Though on the 
other hand, whatever made us think there has to be logic in bird naming?)

White-throated Nightjar (breeding resident)
See family introduction. It does indeed have a white throat, but so does the Spotted Nightjar, albeit less 
conspicuously. We certainly acknowledge the difficulty in assigning unambiguous names to such a 
similar-looking group of birds – maybe their calls would have offered more choices! Having said that, it 
comes directly from the species name Caprimulgus albogularis Vigors & Horsfield 1827, which had been 
gazumped by Temminck.

Other names: White-throated Goat-sucker, from Gould (1848) – see Caprimulgidae family introduc-
tion; Fern Owl, not clear – the bird is associated more with open dry forest habitats than ferny ones (the 
‘owl’ is simply a reminder that those who first recorded Australian birds were not generally taxonomists); 
Laughing Owl, for the wonderful bubbling call; Moth-hawk or Night-hawk, surely for the image of the 
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large bird fluttering silently through a patch of light – note, however, that ‘nighthawk’ is also formally 
used for a group of American nightjars.

Eurostopodus mystacalis (Temminck, 1826) [yoo-ro-STO-po-dʊs mis-ta-CAH-lis]: ‘moustachioed 
strong-foot’, see genus name, and from Greek mustax, the upper lip or moustache, Modern Latin mysta-
calis, moustached. This refers to the white cheek marks, which are common to the three species of 
nightjar in Australia. Indeed the other two seem, if anything, to be slightly better endowed in this respect 
than mystacalis.

Grey Nightjar (vagrant)
See family introduction. Perhaps a bit greyer than some other nightjars.

Caprimulgus jotaka Temminck & Schlegel, 1845 [kap-ri-MʊL-gʊs djo-tuh-kuh]: ‘jotaka goat-sucker’, 
see genus name, and from ‘the name it bears in Japan’ as the authors wrote (Siebold et al. 1850).

Large-tailed Nightjar (breeding resident)
See family introduction. This is one of those names that are distinguished by being of no conceivable 
usefulness; if you were standing over the bird without disturbing it, you might note that the wings cover 

Large-tailed Nightjar Caprimulgus macrurus
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a fraction less of the tail than in other species. It is taken directly from the scientific name but that is no 
excuse! It was formalised by RAOU (1978) as being ‘traditional’ in Australia.

Other names: Large-tailed Goatsucker, used by Gould (1848), directly from the species name; 
White-tailed Nightjar, the name in general use until quite recently, when it was discarded presumably 
for being descriptive and helpful in distinguishing it from other Australian nightjars (though RAOU 
1978 pointed out that the name is also used for an African species); Carpenter-bird, Axe-bird, Woodcut-
ter, Mallet-bird, Joiner-bird, Hammer-bird, Tok-tok, all evocative of the echoing repetitive chok-chok-
chok call; Long-tailed Nightjar.

Caprimulgus macrurus Horsfield, 1821 [kap-ri-MʊL-gʊs mak-ROO-rʊs]: ‘large-tailed goat-sucker’, 
see genus name, and from Greek macros, large, and oura, tail. Horsfield (1821) said: ‘This species is strik-
ingly distinguished by the length of the tail’ (see common name).

Savanna Nightjar (vagrant to Christmas Island)
See family introduction. An inhabitant of grassy habitats in southern and eastern Asia (northern birds 
migrate as far as Java after breeding).

Caprimulgus affinis Horsfield, 1821 [kap-ri-MʊL-gʊs af-FEE-nis]: ‘related goat-sucker’, see genus 
name, and Latin affinis, related. Horsfield (1821) considered it allied to the Indian Nightjar, Caprimulgus 
asiaticus.

aeGoTHeLiDae (CapriMULGiForMes): owlet-nightjars
Aegothelidae Bonaparte, 1853 [eh-go-THEH-li-dee]: the Goat-sucker family (Mark 2 – Greek; see 
Caprimulgidae for Mark 1 – Latin). See Aegotheles.

Although there are seven other species in the genus (and family) in New Guinea, the Moluccas and 
New Caledonia, the Australian one was described from Sydney long before them, so the name 
owlet-nightjar almost certainly arose in Australia. Various newspaper articles in 1841 reported Gould’s 
usage of it in the first volume of Birds of Australia (as Owlet Nightjar) – though in the 1848 7-volume 
final edition it opens Volume 2. (Shaw, in White 1790, had used the wonderful Crested Goatsucker, see 
Australian Owlet-nightjar). The allusion is to its small size, nocturnal habits and superficially nightjar-
like form and behaviour; note that owlet-nightjars are not now regarded as particularly closely related to 
true nightjars, with swifts being apparently their closest relatives.

The genus
Aegotheles Vigors & Horsfield, 1827 [eh-go-THEH-lehz]: ‘goat-sucker’, from Greek aigothēlas, a 
nightjar (from aix/aigo-, goat and thelazo, to suckle). The folk belief in this behaviour ascribed to the 
bird is said to have arisen in Ancient Greece, but may well pre-date that civilisation. See also 
Caprimulgidae.

The species
Australian Owlet-nightjar
See family introduction. The only Australian species.

Other names: Crested Goatsucker (see family introduction, also used by Governor Phillip), from the 
specific name and the wonderful old name for nightjars (see genus name and Caprimulgus), or Crested 
Owlet-nightjar; New Holland or Bristled Goatsucker, both used by Latham (1801) on different pages; 
Banded Goatsucker, for the barred back and tail (Latham 1823); Little Nightjar, Fairy Owl, Moth Owl, all 
for its small size (and, it must be said, for its undeniable cuteness!); Rufous Nightjar, for formerly recog-
nised species A. rufa from north-western Australia, described in 1901 and recognised by RAOU (1913), 
but not RAOU (1926).

Aegotheles cristatus (Shaw, 1790) [eh-go-THEH-lehz kri-STAH-tʊs]: ‘bristly goat-sucker’, see 
genus name, and Latin cristatus, meaning crested. This refers to the rictal feathers – bristly feathers 
above the beak, although all owlet-nightjar species have them. White (1790), who edited the work in 
which Shaw’s illustration appeared, described the bristles as ‘standing up on each side, in the manner 
of a crest’.
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apoDiDae (CapriMULGiForMes): swifts
Apodidae Olphe-Galliard, 1887 [a-PO-di-dee]: the Footless family, see genus name Apus.

‘Swifts’ are perhaps more familiar in Europe than they are in Australia, though there was – and is – 
much confusion with swallows and martins. The name goes back to the 17th century in England, but as 
an alternative to martin. The reference is obvious to anyone who has thrilled at these spectacular 
aerialists.

‘Swiftlet’ is applied to a (taxonomically confused) group of small swifts.
‘Needletail’ is applied to the four species of the genus Hirundapus, for the stiff feather shafts which 

extend beyond the end of the tail; it is an arbitrary application, because other genera in the same subgroup 
of the family have the same characteristic.

australian owlet-nightjar Aegotheles cristatus
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The genera
Collocalia Gray GR, 1840 [ko-lo-KAH-li-uh]: ‘glue-nester’ from Greek kolla, glue, and kalia, nest.

Aerodramus Oberholser, 1906 [eh-ro-DRAH-mʊs]: ‘air-racer’ from Greek aer-, air, and dromos, 
racing (cf. dramema or dromema, a race, running).

Hirundapus Hodgson, 1837 [hi-rʊn-DAH-pʊs]: ‘swallow-swift’ from the genera Hirundus, swallows, 
and Apus, swifts, because the bird seemed to Hodgson to make the link between the two.

Mearnsia Ridgway, 1911 [MERN-zi-uh]: ‘Mearns’ after Edgar Mearns (1858–1916), a US army 
surgeon and dedicated naturalist, who extensively studied birds in Africa and the Philippines. (He also 
‘discovered’ the familiar Australian Black Wattle Acacia mearnsii in Kenya, many decades after it had 
first been invalidly described from Australia, and scored its name in a taxonomic farce, but that’s a dif-
ferent story.)

Apus Scopoli, 1777 [AH-pʊs]: ‘footless [bird]’, from Greek apous, (a-, without, and pous/podos, foot). 
Aristotle’s (c. 330 BC) version of this was: ‘Some birds have feet of little power, and are therefore called 
Apodes.’ The footlessness has been taken literally at some stages in history – curious readers should look 
carefully at the illustrations in field guides and books such as HANZAB.

The species
Glossy Swiftlet (vagrant)
See family introduction. Glossier above than most other swiftlets, though the taxonomy is changing.

Other names: Edible-nest Swiftlet, from confusion with Aerodramus fuciphagus, the cave-dwelling 
species whose nests are harvested to make soup (by those who are fond of eating bird spittle).

Collocalia esculenta (Linnaeus, 1758) [ko-lo-KAH-li-uh es-kʊ-LEN-tuh]: ‘edible glue-nester’ (see 
‘Other names’ for the soup, but don’t make it from this inedible one!), see genus name, plus Latin esca 
food, and esculens, edible (untrue!).

Christmas Island Swiftlet (breeds on Christmas Island)
See family introduction and for its breeding ground.

Other names: Linchi Swiftlet from a previous misidentification of this species for C. linchi.
Collocalia natalis Lister, 1889 [ko-lo-KAH-li-uh na-TAH-lis]: ‘Christmas glue-nester’, see genus and 

from Latin natalis, birthday, for the birth of Christ, and hence for the place-name.

Australian Swiftlet (breeding resident)
See family introduction. The only swiftlet breeding on the Australian mainland.

Other names: Grey Swiftlet, only of use in Australia, where there is nothing generally to confuse it 
with – otherwise it’s the equivalent of ‘Black Raven’; Grey-rumped Swiftlet, probably in contrast to the 
vagrant white-rumped Glossy Swiftlet (see species profile); White-rumped Swiftlet, used until quite 
recently (Pizzey and Knight 2003), due to past confusions with closely related species.

Aerodramus terrareginae (Ramsay EP, 1875) [eh-ro-DRAH-mʊs te-rah-reh-GEE-nie]: ‘Queensland 
air-racer’, see genus name, and from Latin terra, land, and regina, a queen (in this case Queen Victoria), 
and for its range.

Uniform Swiftlet (vagrant)
See family introduction. It’s a bit hard to see how a species with 15 different subspecies can be regarded 
as very uniform, though it is pretty much uniformly coloured top and bottom. Most of the Aerodramus 
swiftlets are dauntingly similar.

Aerodramus vanikorensis Quoy & Gaimard, 1830 [eh-ro-DRAH-mus va-ni-ko-REN-sis]: ‘Vanikoro 
air-racer’, see genus name, plus Vanikoro, the type locality, an island in the Santa Cruz group (now 
under Solomon Islands administration) plus the suffix -ensis, indicating the place of origin of the type 
specimen.

White-throated Needletail (non-breeding summer migrant)
See family introduction. The only Hirundapus with a clear white throat.

Other names: New Holland and Needle-tailed Swallow (Latham 1801), Pin-tailed Swallow (Latham 
1823) – it wasn’t until much later in the 19th century that they were separated from swallows; Australian 
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